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Members of the Tradewinds´ panel at SMM
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Tradewinds’ forum off to a cracking start
Despite global shipping’s continuing trials
and tribulations, the first Tradewinds Shipowners’ Forum to be held at SMM in Hamburg was a lively event with expert panellists
discussing two topics – “Germany’s New
Dawn” and “Global Ambition”. Introducing
and hosting the Forum, Tradewinds’ editorin-chief Julian Bray held a conversation with
IMO Secretary General Kitack Lim. Bray

noted that markets are recovering to some
extent but shipowners and operators face
new challenges in both the accelerating digitalisation process and the increasing burden
of new regulations.
The financial backdrop was a key feature of
the first panel discussion. Hard hit by the collapse of the country’s tax-driven KG system
and the reduced appetite for shipping business

amongst some of the world’s leading German
lenders, access to finance remains a critical
concern. Arnd Becker, chairman of a conglomerate of 13 shipowning companies operating
about 90 vessels, summed it up. “Trust in our
industry has waned considerably.”
But growth is also a key concern. Isabelle
Rickmers, managing director of Zeaborn
Ship Management, highlighted the im- >
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Julian Bray (right) spoke to IMO Secretary General, Kitack Lim

> portance of consolidation which, she said,
continues to be one of the top issues for the
industry. “We want to contribute actively,”
she declared.
The financial plight of major container lines
is also a continuing concern, not helped by
the huge impact they will feel from rising
bunker bills in a year’s time. Hapag-Lloyd
CEO Rolf Habben-Jansen pointed out that
the entire liner segment had failed to earn
a return on investment since 2011 and his
company is now facing a hike in fuel costs of
around USD 1 billion.
Turning to the global stage, new technologies were an important feature of the second
panel discussion. Digitalisation, robotics and
3D printing all have the potential not only to
change traditional business models, but also
to alter the global flow of goods.
Nils Aden, Zeaborn Ship Management
CEO, noted that fleet management could
well be the sector to benefit most from digitalisation, and the driver over the coming
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years, he said, would be innovation. “Our
goal as a global third-party ship manager is to
transform change into benefits for our customers,” he declared.
Jon Key, director of Strategy, Innovation &
Transformation at ship management company V.Group would like to see more cooperation on the global shipping stage. Other
experts have pointed out that many of those
engaged in shipping are reluctant to cooperate. This, said Key, could be “holding us
back”. Crossing borders to learn from other
industries and striving to become more efficient is the right way to proceed, he declared.
Towards the end of the discussion, some
comforting words from Alexandre Tavazzi,
a Swiss banker from private bank Pictet. Despite the unpredictability of Donald Trump’s
polices, a trade conflict would have little
impact on global growth. “We are expecting
solid growth for the world economy,” he said.
Good news for shipping!
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EMISSIONS

The non-profit Association of the Internal
Combustion Machinery Industry (CIMAC)
has announced the formation of a new
Greenhouse Gas Strategy Group (GGSG).
The move comes as the threat of climate
change focuses more attention on carbon
emissions from large combustion engines
and the global shipping industry agrees new
targets on emissions reductions in the short-,
medium- and long term.
The primary aims of the GGSG will be:
>> to develop common positions across the
world’s large engine industry with regard to
implementing the IMO GHG Strategy for
shipping;
>> to develop common positions across the
world’s large engine industry with regard to
implementing the Paris Agreement for landbased applications;
>> to provide an information and communication channel for CIMAC member companies on GHG emission reduction targets;
>> to prepare and communicate internally and
externally the world’s large engine industry’s
position on the positive role that large engines can have in a post-fossil fuel world.
A key objective is to make sure that the large
engine sector imparts key messages accurately
and effectively. CIMAC pointed out, for example, in a recent statement that ocean transport
is by far the most energy efficient means of
transportation compared with other modes. It
takes 700 grams of fuel to fly one tonne of cargo one kilometre; it takes more than 90 grams
to truck that weight of cargo the same distance;
yet ships can transport that cargo for just seven
grams pre kilometre.
Meanwhile it is important to note some of
the huge steps taken so far to cut emissions.
CIMAC noted that:
>> cool combustion and Miller timing of engines
cut the formation of NOx to meet IMO Tier II
standards; selective catalytic reduction or exhaust gas recirculation are now being used to
meet the more stringent requirements of IMO
Tier III; and CIMAC has been advocating the
creation of more NOx emission control areas;
>> large engine technology is already capable
of burning low- or zero-sulphur fuels or using
scrubbers to wash exhaust gas;
>> the sector has continuously and successfully raised the fuel efficiency of reciprocating engines, thereby reducing their CO2
footprint. Fuel efficiency of 50% is ‘within
reach’.
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CIMAC establishes new working group

Axel Kettmann (ABB Turbo Systems, Vice-President CIMAC), Martin Johannsmann (CEO SKF,
Chairman VDMA Marine Equipment and Systems), Dr Frank Starke (CEO Caterpillar Motoren),
Peter Müller-Baum (Managing Director VDMA Engines and Systems, Secretary General CIMAC )

CIMAC said in a statement that although
the IMO’s 50% reduction in CO2 is an ambitious target, it is possible in principle by

increased efficiency combined with alternative fuels and a strong commitment from
all stakeholders.
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LNG PROPULSION

Senior executives discuss new LNG venture
Executives from three leading technology companies met at SMM yesterday to
outline the basis of the collaboration on
promoting LNG as a viable ‘green’ marine
fuel option, announced ahead of SMM last
week. Rolf Stiefel, vice president Sales &
Marketing at engine maker WinGD, Timo
Koponen, vice president of Processing Solutions at technology company Wärtsilä,
and Philippe Berterottière, chairman and
CEO of cryogenic containment specialist
GTT, revealed the philosophy underpinning the collaboration.
In a timely example of the type of cooperation that is considered by many as essential and which was specifically mentioned
at the Tradewinds Shipowners’ Forum yesterday (see page 2), the three prominent
technology companies will work together to
make the use of LNG as a marine fuel ‘a truly
viable option for shipowners and operators’.
So far, the take-up of LNG by ship operators has failed to meet expectations, partly

LNG – an increasingly attractive option

because of concern over the availability of
LNG bunkering infrastructure, and partly
also because of the downturn in new contracting. The higher capital costs associated

Photo: Arctech

with LNG shipboard systems have also
been a deterrent.
Now, though, experts point out that
the entire shipping industry faces a mas-

UNLOCK DATA INSIGHT
With regulatory demands, advances in digital
technologies and escalating cyber risks, companies
must make difficult decisions daily — to remain safe
and competitive.
Merging our extensive knowledge of marine and
offshore assets with new capabilities in data science
and advanced analytics — ABS is enhancing the
class experience by working with industry to unlock
insights from data to more accurately predict
performance and identify safety trends.
Let ABS help you improve the safety and
performance of your assets. Contact us today at
cybersafety@eagle.org.

Visit ABS at Hall B3.EG Stand 200
LEADING THE FUTURE
www.eagle.org
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sive hike in fuel costs which is likely to
make LNG operation far more financially
attractive. This could well be one of the
reasons why leading container line CMA
CGM opted for LNG-fuelled engines for
nine 22,000 TEU container ships due for
delivery during 2020. The giant ships, each
with 18,000m3 of LNG storage on board,
are being built at three shipyards operated
by China State Shipbuilding Corporation
– Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding, Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding, and China
Shipbuilding Trading Co.
WinGD, Wärtsilä and GTT worked
closely together on this ground-breaking
project and it is certain that the close cooperation required to provide the necessary
shipboard systems then has been a catalyst
in the decision to collaborate further today.
“Operating on LNG fuel requires close
integration between the engines, the fuel
tanks, and the fuel supply and control system,”
declared GTT’s Berterottière. “We are three
companies having expertise in these fields,
and by cooperating together we can optimise
this integration process to the benefit of owners and operators around the world.”
“There is a wind of change blowing
throughout the global marine industry,”
Wärtsilä’s Koponen noted. “The conservative barrier that once resisted switching to
a ‘new’ fuel are falling down, and LNG is
now being accepted as a fuel for all types
of ships. Through collaboration with other industry leaders, we aim to speed this
process.”

Industrial cooperation: Rolf Stiefel, Julien Bec, Timo Koponen (from left)

“High efficiency and environmental sustainability are key pillars in building a successful future for shipping,” WinGD’s Stiefel added.
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“This is why it’s so important to work together,
with other industry leaders, to make ship propulsion as efficient and ‘green’ as possible.”
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NAVIGATION
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New navigation software
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Synapsis NX for passenger vessels


Integrated navigation system from Raytheon Anschütz

All of the new Synapsis NX applications
include as standard integrated navigation
system (INS) functionality such as radar/
AIS target management, alert management
and sensor integrity monitoring.
Jan Lütt, the company’s director of
Product Management, explained: “Our goal
was to make our software most intuitive to
use and helpful for navigators. In times of

ongoing digitalisation, we found this as a
prerequisite before implementing further
features. We have just started the journey
and will develop Synapsis NX further towards a smarter system offering efficiency
in operation and assistance for the crew in
demanding situations.”
Meanwhile a high-end Synapsis NX INS
has been selected by the Ritz-Carlton Yacht
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A new generation of navigation software has
been launched by Raytheon Anschütz. The
new Radar NX and ECDIS NX complete
the Synapsis NX series of bridge navigation systems. With a new optimised tracker,
Radar NX improves situation awareness
and offers a fast interpretation of the radar
picture while ECDIS NX includes smart
functionality to simplify routines on board.
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CLEAN ENERGY AT PORT
The LNG Hybrid Barge generates clean energy for cruise ships at port.
Compared to using on-board diesel engines to produce energy, the barge’s
power supply dramatically reduces harmful emissions. Another concept, the
Becker LNG PowerPac®, has been developed in order to supply clean energy
for other ships at port such as container vessels, car carriers and ferries.
Manoeuvring
Systems

8

Energy-Saving
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Alternative
Energies
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Collection and Spain’s Barreras shipyard of
Vigo for installation on a new class of passenger ships. In this project, Raytheon will work
closely with ABB Marine & Ports, the total
ship system provider and project integrator.
“Being selected to deliver our high-end
navigation systems to these most advanced
passenger ships marks another milestone
for Raytheon Anschütz,” declared Andreas
Lentfer, director of Business Development.
“We believe that combining our expertise and
capabilities in INS with the wide scope and
power of ABB’s marine solutions will deliver
customers a unique set of benefits, in particular in advanced projects like passenger ships.”
Juha Koskela, ABB Marine & Ports’
managing director, commented: “We are
setting down a new marker on what is possible in ‘bridge to propeller’ shipboard systems integration. The Raytheon Anschütz
INS is completely complementary to ABB’s
portfolio and this project shows one of the
major synergies available though our ‘Electric. Digital. Connected.’ strategy.”
Raytheon Anschütz at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 304

Cryogenic insulation for safe
transport, processing and
reliable storage of LNG
Global demand for LNG is rising and
high-performance technology is required
for reliable transport, processing and storage. Engineers have to develop plants and
handling systems that are safe and efficient. But the extremely low temperature
range of -161 to -164 °C, at which natural
gas is a liquid, places high demands on the
technical infrastructure throughout the
entire LNG value chain. All the plant components and systems coming into contact
with the liquefied gas have to be extremely
well insulated.
At SMM Röchling Industrial is presenting materials specifically developed
for cryogenic insulation. The laminated
densified wood Lignostone cryogenic and
the fibre-reinforced composite material
Durolight have been successfully applied

in numerous projects. They are used in
LNG/LEG/LPG carriers, dual-fuel systems, LNG fuel tanks, LNG terminals and
floating LNG facilities. With their low
thermal conductivity, thermal bridges can
be avoided and the materials support the
efficient transport, processing and storage
of LNG. At the same time, they have high
mechanical stability, they are robust and
low-maintenance. With these properties,
they have been approved and specified
by companies including Bechtel Group,
Linde AG, Tractebel S.A./N.V., Technip,
Engie, IHI/JMU, LR, BV, NKK and many
others.
Röchling Engineering Plastics SE & Co. KG
at SMM:
Halle A5 / Stand 105
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CYBER SECURITY
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Cyber Detection added to Cyber Guard portfolio
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Marlink strengthens
cyber threat
capability
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Satcoms company Marlink has
strengthened its Cyber Guard
security portfolio with the
launch this week of Cyber Detection, described as “a unique
and intelligent threat detection solution for the maritime
industry [and] a part of its
fully integrated ship and shorebased Cyber Guard portfolio.”
Cyber Detection will permanently monitor all outbound
and inbound network traffic
and enable customers to view
threats affecting their vessels
through an intuitive, webbased dashboard, the company
said.
The latest addition to the
Cyber Guard portfolio will
require no additional capital
expenditure but will provide a
means by which more than 50
different threat categories can
be identified, including malicious applications, intrusion attempts, confirmed intrusions,
abusive usage and social engineering. Marlink has also set
up a new Security Operation
Centre (SOC) and launched
a Cyber Dashboard to enable
customers to receive real-time
actionable alerts and counter
measures whilst at the same
time providing a clear insight

on the cyber risk level across
their fleet.
Ghani Behloul, Marlink’s
chief marketing officer, commented: “With the increasing
use of broadband communications and the fast deployment
of new digital IT-based applications on board ships, cyber
security has become even more
critical to fleet and business
operations. Our multi-layered
Cyber Guard solutions portfolio provides ship operators
with a set of tools to protect
themselves better and reduce
their risk of exposure to a large
range of cyber attacks. By adding the innovative new Cyber
Detection service, we enable
our customers to secure even
further the availability and integrity of their IT systems and
networks.”
The combination of machine and human intelligence
is integral to Marlink’s Cyber
Detection service. Its SOC experts investigate in parallel any
anomalies and proactively hunt
for advanced persistent threats
designed to stay ‘under the radar’, the company said.
Marlink GmbH at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 415
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DIGITALISATION

Water treatment
RWO Veolia is presenting its
new products RWO-CBM
and OWS-Controller at this
year’s SMM, focusing on the
main topics of smart shipping
and green technology. The
products are milestones in
the development of fully digitalised system maintenance
and will make the operation
of water treatment plants on
ships and offshore platforms
much more efficient, transparent, safe and environmentally friendly.
The full potential for optimising water treatment on
board is realised by the Clean
Bilge Monitoring system
RWO-CBM. The system comprises the software RWO-Link
and an intelligent bilge economiser. RWO-CBM acts as the
final control instance before
water is drained off the ship,
making the discharge of bilge
water as safe as possible. By
accessing GPS coordinates, it
automatically detects whether
the ship is within special areas

Amir Dolan, Area Sales Manager (left), and Ralph Swinka, Head of Marketing, Veolia Water Technologies
Photo: Dähnert
Deutschland

and, before discharging the
bilge water, determines whether the maximum ppm values
of 15 (or 5 or 0 in special protection zones) for oil content
prescribed by the IMO are
being observed. Therefore, it

automatically prevents the discharge of contaminated water.
In addition, other systems that
normally produce clean waste
water can also be connected.
A three-way valve automatically governs incoming waste

water which has been analysed
and transfers it either directly
overboard or into the bilge water tank for further treatment.
RWO Veolia at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 218

MEET US AT THE SMM AT BOOTH A1.231
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POWER DRIVES

Fuel and cost savings
Yaskawa Environmental Energy/The Switch
showcases the multi-megawatt DC power
system with its DC-Hub and unique Electronic Bus Link (EBL), which deliver fuel
and cost savings, and unrivalled reliability.
The Switch DC-Hub consists of several
independent power drives, which are frequency converters connected to the ship’s
DC link, each being assigned a separate load
or source function. When one converter
carries the DC voltage, another can run different connected loads. Batteries can also
serve in source or load mode depending on
whether the system is draining or charging
them. Mode changes are seamless and do not
require any crew action.
The Switch DC-Hub helps dual-fuel
vessels cut down on fuel consumption and
emissions through peak shaving by stabilising loads in rough seas. With the DC-Hub,
it is also possible to run on only one genset
and batteries. Costs and space on board can

>> V DMA-FORUM AT SMM: DAY
THREE FOCUS ON ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION

Members of the Yaskawa team

Photo: Dähnert

be saved by reducing auxiliary equipment,
like transformers and AC switchboards, and
reducing fuel consumption.
Pairing The Switch DC-Hub with an EBL
allows each DC-Hub to work independently.
In only ten microseconds, the EBL cuts and
isolates any possible error in the system, creating unfailing redundancy for the vessel.

The German Marine Equipment Association (VDMA) is expanding its proven
lecture programme during SMM at its
main stand in Hall A1. In short presentations, expert speakers from the VDMA,
member companies and partners, will
present these topics at the stand and will
be available for individual discussions
at the trade fair. This is intended to give
all interested parties the opportunity to
obtain brief and concise information and
expert knowledge on important topics of
interest to the industry.
Attendance is free of charge.
Exact presentation
times can be found
on the internet at
mes.vdma.org or
the VDMA Stand
No. A1.518

The Switch at SMM: Hall B1 / Stand 309

THE NEW PCP
CONTROLLABLE

| SH12-02E |

VISIT US AT SMM!
HALL A3 / BOOTH 208

PC Control: Scalable control technology
for the shipbuilding industry.
www.beckhoff.com
For the shipbuilding industry Beckhoff offers scalable control technology
ranging from Industrial PCs and Embedded PCs to the small controller
with integrated interface to the I/O level. The Beckhoff Bus Terminal system
enables the connection of the sensor/actuator level in all systems of a ship.
Over 400 different Bus Terminals cover the complete range of signal types.
Bus Couplers are available for all relevant bus systems for the open and
bus-neutral I/O system: from Ethernet and EtherCAT to PROFIBUS.
Hall B6,
booth 228
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ELECTRIC ENERGY

More effective control – the E-MS team

the basis of recorded and analysed data. The
entire operation of the fleet can be easily
and efficiently optimised from land.
Managing Director Peter Andersen announced at the fair: “E-MS has won E-RD
service contracts for two cruise vessels belonging to a major cruise shipping company
which has requested confidentiality. We are
expecting more contracts in the near future.”
“We will use these reports for further
analysis,” Andersen continued, “and will



The Hamburg-based engineering office epowered marine solutions, E-MS, is presenting two innovations at SMM. The Electric
Power Pack (E-PP) enables precise control
of the entire electrical energy input for onboard power supply and drive - especially for
vessels on which services fluctuate dynamically and heavily, such as cruise or special
ships. The E-PP consists of a combination of
proven components from various manufacturers based on converter technology. The
E-PP can also be controlled much faster than
a conventional system as the generators can
take over the load within a few seconds, as no
time for synchronisation is needed.
With the modular Remote Diagnostics
System (E-RD), the company is bringing
the “Internet of Things” on board ship. It
enables many innovative and cost-saving
applications via remote monitoring. They
range from remote diagnostics and condition maintenance to the prognosis of faults
and operating states of all onboard units on

Photo: Dähnert

Turning ships into ‘smart ships’
then be in a position to provide the customer with topics such as how fuel savings can be achieved and the optimisation
of maintenance intervals for components
through uniform utilisation to reduce costs.
The reporting periods can, for example, be
changed to individual ship voyages so that
direct comparisons can be made. Alternatively, we can generate them on a weekly
basis. We are flexible here and can tailor the
service according to the customer’s wishes.
Fault analyses will be an essential component for shipping companies in the future.
“The recorded data takes into account
for example power generation, power consumption and different operating modes.
The systems are suitable for both newbuildings and retrofits. Remote diagnostics turns
standard ships into ‘smart ships’”.
e-powered marine solutions
GmbH & Co. KG at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 614

Award-winning
green propulsion
#LNGasfuel
#greenshipping
In a world of fluctuating fuel costs and stringent
emissions targets, we are passionate about
operational simplicity.
X-DF engines offer new marine propulsion
standards with low-pressure gas technology.
A partnership with WinGD ensures efficiency
and sustainability with excellence built in.

wingd.com
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DUAL-FUEL ENGINES

MAN Energy Solutions on a bull run
Even before its new LPG-powered dualfuel engine had been officially launched
in Copenhagen earlier this week, MAN
Energy Solutions announced a first contract with Oslo-listed BW LPG. The deal
covered the world’s first retrofitting of
four heavy fuel oil-burning engines to
new dual-fuel units, burning LPG. The
contract specifies four engine retrofits,
with options for similar conversions in the
future. The first project is likely to coincide with the next scheduled docking due
in 2020.
Wayne Jones, chief sales officer and
member of the Executive Board of MAN
Energy Solutions, said: “The arrival of this
order, even before the official launch of the
ME-LGIP engine itself, is a sign of how
timely the technology is. We expected a
strong demand for the engine from very
large gas carriers and it has proven to be so.
When you add in MAN Energy Solutions’
entire portfolio of dual-fuel engines, we have

LPG conversions

Photo: Wroblewski

now confirmed almost 400 projects, all running on clean fuels such as LNG and LPG.
“We strongly promote a global ‘turn to
gas’ driven by the IMO,” Jones continued,
“and a common approach by the shipping
industry and politics to invest in infrastructure development and retrofits. BW

LPG will act as an important reference for
how to execute dual-fuel propulsion optimally using LPG.”
Separately, MAN Energy Solutions has
announced a record number of cruise related
machinery orders. In the first eight months
of this year, the company said, it booked
orders to supply engines and exhaust gas
treatment systems for seven new cruise vessels worth close to EUR 100 million. It said
that the contracts covered almost 300 MW
of installed power on ships ranging in size
from 50,000gt to about 140,000gt and burning fuels from heavy fuel oil to LNG. Engine
deliveries are due from the end of 2019 until 2022. The contracts include installations
of MAN’s proprietary NOx-reducing SCR
units as well as closed-loop wet scrubbers
sourced from partners.
MAN Energy Solutions SE at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 13; Hall A3 / Stand 200
Hall A3.FG / Stand 3
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THE 4-DIMENSION SPECIALISTS
Piping · Steelwork · HVACR · Fire Protection
WE DELIVER!
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Call us at:
+49 40 781 29 30
www.k-j.de

Join us here:
Hall B5
Stand 524
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SELECTED SCHEDULE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH
08:30 - 09:00

MS&D - the international conference
on maritime security and defence
Registration

14:00 - 16:00

Chicago Lounge, 3rd floor - MS&D

Conference B, Room Kopenhagen 1 - 3

09:00

Opening

10:00 - 15:00

Panel I – Maritime Security

15:00 - 17:30

Panel II – Maritime Defence
Littoral Operations and Harbour Protection

18:30

Reception – on invitation only

09:30 - 11:30

Offshore Dialogue
Panel I - The unknown oceans – exploration for the
balance between use and conservation

14:00 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:00

Panel II - Heading north – technologies for a responsible development of the Arctic

Demonstration
MMG – 3D print in large scale
Room B5.2 - Maritime 3D-Printing Show Area

15:00

Presentation
Newbuilding of an emissions-reduced ferry by Pella Sietas
DNV GL Forum / Entrance East, Ground Floor

16:30

East Entrance, Room Marseille, Hall B3, Upper Floor

13:00 - 15:00

Demonstration
Metal-based 3D Printing - how maritime
industry can benefit from the automotive
experiences
Room B5.2 - Maritime 3D-Printing Show Area

East Entrance, Room Marseille, Hall B3, Upper Floor

11:30 - 13:00

CIMAC Circle
„Sulphur Cap 2020 - Tackling a Paradigm
Shift in the Shipping Industry“

Press Conference
IG Metall Press Conference

Networking Event
Norwegian Maritime Exporters, Innovation Norway
and the Royal Norwegian Embassy
Norwegian Pavillion B7.300

Room Kopenhagen 4

14:00 - 16:00

Workshop
MarSat: Maritime Industry meets Space

Selection - no claim to completeness all information without guarantee

IDU Creative Services

team@idudesign.com

A 4.3, Room Osaka

2020: are you ready?
Talk to us about your strategy to meet the IMO 2020 sulphur cap.
Chevron has the solution, whichever option you choose. Together we
can adapt to the challenges of today — and tomorrow.
chevronmarineproducts.com
© 2018 Chevron U.S.A. Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of Chevron Intellectual Property LLC.

Chevron Global Lubricants 1810453->SMM Show Daily 2020 183x63 September 4th Ad.3.indd 1

7/27/18 11:44 AM

SPECIAL SHIPS

SMART SOLUTIONS
WWW.EUROPORT.NL
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GREENTECH

An oceanic awakening

The path towards a truly sustainable marine sector

W

ärtsilä has just publicly announced ‘An oceanic awakening’
– a global movement focused on
the radical transformation of the world’s marine and energy industries into a supremely
efficient, ecologically sound, digitally-connected and collaborative ecosystem.
Shipping is by far the most cost-effective
way of moving raw materials and manufactured goods around the world. But as consumer demand increases, maritime businesses are faced with major opportunities
to improve operational inefficiencies that
impose a significant negative impact on
profitability and sustainability. Better portto-port fuel efficiency, reduced congestion
in ports and high traffic density areas, the
introduction of real-time communication
between stakeholders – these issues have
become critical to transforming maritime
trading today.
Highlighting and proactively addressing these issues form the basis of Wärtsilä’s
drive to activate a fully integrated smart marine ecosystem. A feat requiring collaboration across multiple segments and industry
verticals, and active involvement in leveraging emerging technologies to create new
business opportunities for the benefit of all.
With the most complete marine portfolio in place – including recently acquired
new competences to help digitalise its services and connect vessels to ports, cities
and beyond, leveraging smart solutions and
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platforms – Wärtsilä is in an ideal position
to drive this change. Many operational issues in shipping today are already being addressed by Wärtsilä products and systems,
each of which is focused on the reduction
of emissions and enhanced efficiency, as can
be amply demonstrated by recent customer
collaborations.

Exploring the potential
The provision of new shuttle tankers to Teekay is one good example. Mikkel Weum, the

>> “MAKING SHIPPING A

CLEANER, MORE
EFFECTIVE WAY OF
TRANSPORTING GOODS”

The main ecological and economical features of Teekay shuttle tankers compared
to traditional vessels:

▪ CO2 reduced by more than 42%
▪ NOx reduction of 80%
and particulates almost entirely
▪	SOx
eliminated
of VOC as fuel reduces bunkering
▪	Use
requirements by40%
in machinery running hours
▪	Reduction
of 29%
in overall fuel consumption
▪	Reduction
of 10%

company’s Head of Commercial, Shuttle
Tankers, is warmly enthusiastic about the
partnership.
“Teekay’s cooperation with Wärtsila has
been active for a few years now,” he begins.
“It’s been a very good relationship. We’ve
met a lot of competent people who have
challenged us, and who have challenged
our organisation – and we’re very pleased
to have placed an order for four new shuttle
tankers.”
His outlook on the industry’s direction
mirrors Wärtsilä’s: “The shipping industry
has a significant impact on the environment,” he maintains. “That being said, we
believe that shipping is the most sustainable
transport solution available. This does not
mean we have achieved the full potential to
become a cleaner and more effective way of
transporting goods yet, however.
“I think Wärtsilä can serve both Teekay
and other customers in the maritime business very well in the future,” he concludes. “I
believe Wärtsilä’s innovative solutions will
continue to drive their own success.”

Shifting the customer focus
Sigvald Breivik, Technical Director at
Norled, shares a similar history with Wärtsilä. The two companies have been collaborating for around three years, with a
number of joint innovation projects centred upon Norled’s ferries operating from
Stord.
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“Our latest project is an autodocking
system,” he explains, “where you can dock
the ferry without any operator controlling it.
As we see it in Norled, the dominant trend
in marine is the increasing focus on CO2
emissions and the shift in energy sources
from fossil fuels to biofuel and electric systems.”
He sees the customer-supplier relationship as almost symbiotic in its workings: “I

>> “A MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL
PARTNERSHIP”

Autodocking is one of the first steps in fully
autonomous shipping. Wärtsilä’s autodocking technology delivers notable benefits
to operators. These include:

▪
▪
▪

Improved safety
Less wear and tear
Greater efficiency in docking

think the cooperation between Norled and
Wärtsilä has benefited not only Norled but
also Wärtsilä – Wärtsilä has been in a position to test out their innovations on a ferry
which has been in operation 24 hours a day,
and we at Norled have learned a lot too. We
see Wärtsilä as a company placing a great
deal of emphasis on new and innovative approaches to the industry’s challenges.”

Spearheading the change
“SeaWays has been working closely with
Wärtsilä company Transas,” recall s Neil
Sadler, SeaWays’ Managing Director, Americas & Middle East, “for almost a decade.”
Having begun as a research and development agreement, the collaboration’s
prime focus then shifted towards creating
the world’s finest and most accurate tug
models. “One of the most common ways
to become more efficient is to train vessel
operators,” he explains. “This then generally enables them to operate the assets more
efficiently, and vastly reduces fuel burn and
carbon emissions.”

>> “CREATING THE WORLD’S
FASTEST AND MOST
REACTIVE TUG MODELS”

SeaWays has worked closely with Transas
over the past 10 years:
TugSim - the most advanced in the
▪	360°
world
benefits: realistic exercises,
▪	Simulation
improved safety, time and fuel savings
benefits: enables operation of
▪	Training
the company assets with greater efficiency, and vastly reduces fuel burn and
carbon emissions

“The future of shipping is digital,” Sadler maintains, “and from what we at SeaWays
are seeing, Wärtsilä and Transas are spearheading this change.”
Wärtsilä at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 104

A NEW ERA OF
SUSTAINABILITY
IN MARINE HAS
BEGUN
The future of marine will be an efficient,
ecologically sound, connected and
collaborative Smart Marine Ecosystem,
serving society better than ever before.
Join us in building it.
Visit us at SMM, Hamburg - Hall B6
wartsila.com/SMM2018
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BALLAST WATER TREATMENT | HVAC

Alfa Laval targets tanker and bulk
carrier sectors
A new 1,500m3/h ultraviolet (UV) reactor has been
launched by Alfa Laval as it
targets the market comprising
large vessels with high ballast
water flows, including tankers and bulk carriers. The latest addition to the company’s
PureBallast 3 range of reactors
is 50% bigger than the largest
Alfa Laval UV reactor available
so far, with multiple systems
capable of handling even larger
ballast water flows. Alone or
in combination, the new reactors will be capable of handling
flows of 32-3,000m3/h.
“Having fewer reactors will
reduce the complexity and cost
of installing a large-flow ballast
water treatment system,” the
company said in a statement.
“Since UV systems are already
smaller and more cost-effective
to install than electrochlorination systems, this may further
shift the balance towards UV
among tankers and other vessels with large ballast flows.”
The reactor launch comes
ahead of a likely surge in treatment system orders for large
vessels. According to sector
specialists, many operators of
these ships have been reluctant
to invest so far because of uncertainty over costs, shipboard
power requirements and system performance.

Darius Brackmann, Trainee Industrial Engineer, and Stephanie
Schwark, Head of Project Order Management Marine & Diesel,
Alfa Laval Mid Europe
Photo: Dähnert

Apart from requiring fewer
reactors for a specific large-flow
application, the new size unit
offers other benefits including reduced operating costs
through a lower power requirement. Over a long period of operation, this cost saving could
be significant.
The company’s Anders
Lindmark, head of Alfa Laval
PureBallast, said that many
shipowners are reconsidering
what they’ve been told about
ballast water treatment for large
flows. “Heating needs, tanks
for high-salinity water and the

management of chemicals add
size, complexity and cost for
electrochlorination systems,”
he noted. “PureBallast 3 is already highly competitive for
large flows – and will be even
more so with the 1,500m3/h
reactor.
“With five reactor sizes, we
can fine-tune PureBallast 3 systems for any flow range,” Lindmark continued. “When it comes
to ballast water treatment for
large flows, the 1,500m3/h reactor doesn’t just strengthen our offering. It truly changes the equation for UV.”

Separately, Alfa Laval also unveiled two separate systems, available from the end of this year, for
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR),
one of the main ways of complying with Tier III NOx regulations.
PureNOx LS and PureNOx HS
have both been optimised according to the sulphur content
in fuel and the updated specifications of engine manufacturer
MAN Energy Solutions.
The main difference between
the two systems is that PureNOx
LS, for engines running on low
sulphur fuel, will clean the EGR
bleed-off water before overboard
discharge in accordance with the
upcoming MEPC resolution on
EGR guidelines. This enables
a PureNOx LS set-up that is
much like a bilge water system,
the company said in a statement,
where the centrifugal separator
is combined with an oil monitor
and a three-way valve.
In PureNOx HS, for engines
running on high sulphur fuel
with a SOx scrubber, the worst
process water contaminants will
be filtered out, with heavier particles separated from the bleed
water before it is discharged
through the scrubber system,
again in compliance with the imminent EGR guidelines.


Alfa Laval Mid Europe GmbH
at SMM: Hall A1 / Stand 226

Merger opportunities
After the merger with the
French energy group Engie
Axima,
Hamburg-based
Noske-Kaeser Maritime Solutions will present an expanded
portfolio at this year’s SMM.
The new portfolio includes
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chillers with oil-free turbo
compressors for use on naval
ships. Especially in the cruise
liner sector, an excellent market position and know-how
in the areas of HVAC and automation will result in strong
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synergy effects in the future.
At their joint booth, Engie
Refrigeration will provide
visitors with detailed insights
into magnetic bearing oil-free
compressor technology, and
climate experts from Hamburg

will talk about the vision of the
merger and the opportunities
it offers for the industry.
Noske-Kaeser Maritime
Solutions GmbH at SMM:
Hall B5 / Stand 231

ITALIAN
EXCELLENCE IN
MARITIME
TECHNOLOGY

THE ITALIAN NATIONAL PAVILION
at SMM 2018, 4 – 7 September 2018
Hall B3 OG | Booth 143

SMM DAILY NEWS

MARITIME 4.0

MTP-FMI, DDS-OPC UA,
Connectivity-Digitalisation
BY RONALD EPSKAMP, MANAGER MARITIME INDUSTRY AT BACHMANN ELECTRONIC GMBH

These are the future stars! In the marine industry, digital change is establishing communication standards that have already achieved breakGraphics: Bachmann
throughs in other sectors
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P

lenty of buzzwords these days don’t
you think? Are we just getting used
to the Industrial Internet of Things
IIoT and yet we are confronted with MTP,
FMI, DDS and many more? Don’t worry,
most of these standards have already been
in the market for several years and are
well-tested in other industries.
Why are these standards from other
business sectors of interest to the maritime and offshore industry? Because using
these technologies safes time in engineering, offers cost benefits, makes a fast solution possible, offers reliability now and
in the future – and all this thanks to their
exchangeability.
How? Interfaces of different functions
and functionalities are standardised. If you
need a separator from GEA or a gearbox
from Reintjes or from one of their competitors, the interface of these systems is
described according to the standard. This
makes it possible to use different systems
and just import and export the functionality and the graphics.
Where is the benefit for the shipowner? The shipowner can ask to use the
standards and thus become less hardware
dependent. He or she can select the best
winch for the job, choose the most suitable gearbox for a ship and select the
generator which fits the available size and
environment norms or best delivery time.
Maybe more importantly, he can select
based upon the best return on investment.
No more discussion on additional integration costs since the connectivity is covered in the standard.
What is the benefit for shipyards? An
operator in a shipyard can describe not
only the exact functionality he or she expects but can also exactly describe how it

FMI, Functional Mock-Up Interface, is a
standard form of model exchange and
co-simulation and well known to users of
model-based engineering

should be implemented in the control
system and in the alarm and condition
monitoring system. This makes it possible
to use simulators and test parts of the ship
even without having the real unit available. The quality will improve while the
commissioning time will fall rapidly. Less
untested systems lead to fewer surprises,
faster delivery of ships, more capacity and
higher profits at the the yard.
What is the benefit for the system integrator? The manufacturer will supply a
tested system with a standard graphic and
interface package. The system integrator

In the process automation industry the
Module Type Package (MTP) is used as a
standard and currently it is being adapted by
the shipbuilding industry

uses the import functionality of his standard platform and the tested system is available. No need for changes or development
of the software. Reduced programming
time, reduced commissioning time, lower
risk, less programming, best-case just parametrising, fewer meetings with suppliers
thanks to standardised interfaces, cost optimisation because double programming
from control tasks and mimics or graphics
is no longer necessary. Faster to the final
solution, thanks to improved efficiency,
gives more time for more projects. Project
costs will sink, giving the system integrator an advantage during tendering.
How will OEMs benefit? The knowhow of their product stays within the
company; there is no need to share details,
only the interface and mimics. There is no
more extra adaptation to customer-specific interfaces because interfacing is realised
on a higher, standardised level. The OEM
can therefore focus on its competence and
best buy in a project rather than on other
non-related topics such as interfacing with
a ship’s automation system.
Why should an automation supplier
offer these standards? The competence is
with the OEM or the shipyard. Offering
standards opens up the market without
the need for domain knowledge.
What does Bachmann Electronic offer? A standard is like learning a different language. The M1 system is based on
modern hardware and software standards
with one common character: industrial!
Eventually our customers choose which
new technologies Bachmann should implement and which they want to implement themselves because this is now possible with a modern and flexible hard- and
software platform.

maritime.application

RELIABLE – ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE
MAXIMUM AVAILABILITY.
Stable mechanical design
and highly robust
100 % series tests over 48 hrs

EXPERTISE.
Hot standby redundancy
Virtual HIL for tests &
simulation

www.bachmann.info

Booth: B6.305

BA_Anzeige_Maritime_SMMDailyNews_183x63mm_DE.indd 1

TRANSPARENCY.
Flexible automation
with open software &
hardware

22.08.2018 09:17:36
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INTERVIEW

Three questions for...
and affordable electricity to cruise ships and container
ships in ports, saving tens of thousands of car equivalent
emissions like NOx, SOx and particulates. We are working
on a number of projects in Europe and China in order to
achieve substantial emission reductions in port cities.
The COBRA maritime battery system has demonstrated its compactness and performance. We went
through the redesign and have now moved on from prototyping to the production stage of serial type systems. We
are currently assessing projects such as hybrid retrofits for
harbour craft and workboats as well as peak shaving systems for larger cargo ships.
What do you expect from SMM 2018?
Personally, I expect to meet up with the family of the maritime world. Our stand is well known for its hospitality and
through our innovative approach, we have many things to
talk about. I hope for good discussions with our customers
about sustainable and efficient shipping in the future. The
new and ever stronger emission regulations are big challenges for our clients and we try through our technology
to contribute to their compliance plans and strategies. Additionally, we hope to meet up with the young generation
through the SMM carrier platform, because technical progress and new ideas often depend on young and creative
engineers.

DIRK LEHMANN,

Managing Director Becker Marine
Systems GmbH, Hamburg
What are the highlights that Becker Marine Systems will
present at SMM?
The highlights of our company during SMM this year
are a sound mixture of products and developments for
sustainable and energy-efficient global shipping. We are
presenting the very latest developments in energy-saving
performance packages, consisting of Becker Twist Rudders combined with Becker Mewis Ducts. This combination has been ordered for several newbuildings recently,
including large bulk carriers, tankers of various types and
container ships. We have further developed that hydrodynamic technology, enabling us now to make installations
on twin-skeg double-screw ships like large container ships
and LNG carriers, saving those ships up to 4% of energy
and emissions, even for retrofits.
Our clean port power systems LNG Power Barge and
Becker LNG PowerPac have successfully supplied clean

M 2018
Meet us at SM
231
Hall B5, Stand

© NAVAL GROUP

© NAVAL GROUP

© „BorWin beta“ Siemens

What role do hybrid drives already play in your business?
We have just started the sales process for hybrid drives. We
teamed up with a renowned German gear manufacturer to
offer hybrid drive systems for newbuildings and retrofits.
Thus, we are able to package the batteries with a hybrid
gearbox which includes an electrical drive and all necessary electrical and mechanical systems. A hybrid vessel is
clean and silent in port and at slow speed our even when
operating in dynamic positioning mode.

becomes
GET THE TECHNOLOGY.

HVAC · CBRN PROTECTION · REFRIGERATION · FIRE FIGHTING
www.noske-kaeser.com · www.engie-axima.fr/marine-offshore
NOK-18-00044 Anzeige_SMM-DailyNews_2018_183x63mm_RZ.indd 1
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BOOKS

Book opportunities
>> S HIP TECHNOLOGY FROM A TO Z

>> O RIENTATION ON THE HIGH SEAS

The handy glossary Ship Technology is now available with a 50% discount! It
contains more than 2,500 explanations of technical terms used in ship technology and related fields, and more than 500 illustrations and translations
of technical terms in German and English plus a very detailed index. In addition to terms that have been used in a long tradition for decades or even centuries, the glossary
also explains terms that are particularly relevant
in connection with current and future developments in new technologies, ship safety and environmental protection.

The two updated volumes of „Handbuch Nautik“ are both a practiceorientated reference work for navigation experts and a guidebook for
students, shipping officers and teachers. Volume I is the navigation handbook and Volume II
covers the technical and operational management of ships.

Glossar Schiffstechnik, Robert Bronsart (ed.), 1st
edition 2016, 988 pages, hard cover, with e-book
inside, German and English, ISBN: 978-3-96245036-6, (formerly EUR 149.00), now only EUR€
69.00 plus VAT.

Handbuch Nautik – Navigatorische Schiffsführung, Bernhard Berking/Werner Huth (eds.), 2nd
edition 2016, 464 pages, hard cover, with e-book
inside, ISBN: 978-3-96245-048-9, EUR 79.00*
Handbuch Nautik II – Technische und betriebliche Schiffsführung, Knud Benedict/Christoph
Wand (eds.), 2nd edition 2018, 776 pages, hard
cover, with e-book inside, ISBN: 978-3-96245-1578, EUR 95.00 plus VAT.

>> SAFETY MANUAL
The second edition of „Handbuch Schiffssicherheit“ (Ship Safety Manual) has been comprehensively updated and is now
available with 50% discount! It provides detailed information
on the effective design and implementation of the required
safety management on board seagoing ships, especially for
dealing with immediate hazards in ship operation. A new

chapter has been added on the topic on security protection,
notably against pirate attacks.
Handbuch Schiffssicherheit, Joachim Hahne (ed.), 2nd edition
2012, 464 pages, hard cover, German, ISBN: 978-3-96245-055-7,
(formerly EUR 79.00), now only EUR 39.00 plus VAT.
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OFFSHORE DIALOGUE

High-tech for Deep Seas

H

ow can the marine industry tackle
the problem of mining the Arctic and other deep seas in an ecofriendly way? At the SMM Offshore
Dialogue held in Hamburg today, on 6 September 2018, experts will explore the risks
and opportunities of this market segment.
The depths of the oceans hold many
of the earth’s last undiscovered secrets.
At SMM’s Offshore Dialogue (OD) renowned experts will discuss how the treasures and resources found on and below
the Arctic sea bottom can be tapped using
innovative maritime technologies without
harming the environment This conference
has the motto “Pushing the limits – new
maritime technologies for future needs”
and will take place on 6 September.

Risks and opportunities in icy climates

,
RGYPhotos: HMC/Wallocha
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ies of the deep sea. Their most important
tools are high-tech research vessels capable of performing a multitude of functions and withstanding the most extreme
conditions. These maritime laboratories
require huge capital investment. Einar
Vegsund, VP Design & Hydro at RollsRoyce Marine, will explain how to plan an
optimal polar research vessel. His company is a key player in this market segment,
having designed the new Norwegian icebreaker Kronprins Haakon, which is now
serving as a model for the British research
vessel “Sir David Attenborough”, a GBP
200 million project slated to start operating in 2019.
One key issue to keep in mind when
designing ships of this type is the sturdiness of the hull because pack ice is common in the sea regions where they will
operate. The Polar Code, in effect since
January 2017, is the relevant international
standard for ships and offshore structures. IMO safety expert Sandra Allnutt
will retrace the development of this piece
of international legislation. The general
manager, Market Innovation, of Wärtsilä, Teus van Beek, will speak about ecofriendly propulsion systems. The Finnish ship engine manufacturer Wärtsilä is
considered a pioneer in Green Shipping.
The German research and surveying vessel Atair, scheduled for commissioning
in 2020, will be equipped with Wärtsilä
machinery. It is the first German government-owned vessel propelled by liquefied
natural gas (LNG).
The shipyards and suppliers involved
in these sophisticated shipbuilding projects must deliver leading-edge technol-

Sophisticated vessels for deep sea operations

ogy. Nils Reimer from the Hamburg Ship
Model Basin will elaborate on some of the
important requirements to consider when
building such vessels, and on ship types
suitable for research and mining missions
in Arctic regions.
According to estimates made by the
US Geological Survey, 13 per cent of the
world’s unknown oil deposits, and as much
as 30 per cent of natural gas reserves, might
be hidden under the bottom of the Arctic
Ocean. How could man use these resources
without causing significant damage to the
environment? This is the topic of a lecture
by Anu Fredrikson, director of the Arctic
Economic Council. The question to what
extent climate change will change overall
conditions for shipping will be the subject

No one’s understanding of
maritime marketing goes deeper

Photos: HMC/Neuhauser

of an analysis by Robert Tustin, Consultant
Ship New Construction at Lloyd’s Register.
Whatever the scenario, the expert points
out, stakeholders must quickly adapt to
new trade routes.

Promising niche market
With its focus on deep-sea mining and
the development of Arctic resources, the
Offshore Dialogue will give participants
a comprehensive overview of these multifaceted topics and the business opportunities they offer to the maritime industry. A
former niche market is turning into a fascinating growth sector. SMM visitors will
find related products, experts and services
in the exhibition halls of the Hamburg
Messe fair complex.

Photo: Shutterstock

How to protect yourself against
cyber attacks

L

ast year industry leader
Maersk was the most
prominent victim of a
hacker attack that disabled major portions of the company’s
IT systems. The incident cost
the Danish shipping company
anywhere between USD 250
and 300 million. This occurrence proves that big data and
network integration does not
only boost efficiency or enhance
transparency but also harbours
risks. How maritime companies
can protect themselves effectively against cyber criminals is
a featured topic at MS&D, the
International Conference on
Maritime Security and Defence,
which will extend over today
and tomorrow, September 6 and
7, at SMM. Other items on the
agenda include threats originat-

ing from security policy challenges and climate change.
According to the Global
Risk Report 2018, the number
of cyber attacks against companies has nearly doubled over the
past five years. “Cyber crime is
the greatest threat to all companies around the world,” stresses
Ginni Rometty, President and
CEO of the technology giant
IBM. According to Lloyd’s of
London, an “extreme” cyber attack could cause up to USD 53
billion in damage to businesses.
But what are the best strategies
for shipowners to defend themselves?

Specific solutions
This will be the tenth time this
conference featuring top-ranking experts has taken place. As

in the past, numerous internationally renowned experts will
come to the Hamburg trade fair
complex to present their views,
share information and discuss
various concepts. From antivirus software and 24x7 protection by IT experts to effective
defences against system sabotage, including terrorist cyber
attacks. Patrick Rossi, Cybersecurity Manager at the ship
classification society DNV
GL, will give practical advice
on protecting data integrity.
Patrick O’ Keeffe, a Legal Advisor at the NATO Centre of
Excellence for Operations in
Confined and Shallow Waters
(COE CSW), and CEO of the
IT company AMC Solutions,
will provide an overview of
emerging cyber-crime threats

to naval operations. His message: “It takes more than an
excellent IT solution to ensure
sustainable protection of the
sovereignty of naval vessels.”

Effects of climate change
Geostrategic
consequences
of global warming will be another major topic at MS&D.
According to recent research
carried out by the University
of Colorado at Boulder, coastal
sea levels will rise by an average of 65cm by the year 2100
compared to 2005, twice the
increase previously predicted
by most experts. A dangerous
scenario, especially for ports
and coastal communities. Professor Dr Christian Webersik,
deputy director of the Centre
for Integrated Emergency Man-
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MARITIME SECURITY AND DEFENCE

agement (CIEM) at the University of Agder, Norway, will
speak about potential crises and
unrest in affected regions. The
consequences of melting Arctic
ice for the maritime security
framework in Arctic areas will
be the subject of a lecture by
Dr Patricia Schneider from the
Institute for Peace and Security
Policy Research at the University of Hamburg.

Military measures
The head of the Centre for AsiaPacific Strategy and Security at
the University of Kiel (ISPK),
Dr Sarah Kirchberger, will speak
about China’s role as an aspiring
maritime power, and the general
maritime security situation in the
Far East. She will address China’s
expansion of its naval forces
which has prompted countries
such as Japan, India and Indonesia to follow suit and invest
heavily in their navies. China’s
hegemony as well as the tensions

Naval security a priority

surrounding North Korea and
the confrontation with Russia
are the backdrop of US President
Donald Trump’s announcement
to increase the US military budget by more than 15 per cent to a
total volume of about USD 686
billion. To reach the ambitious
355-ship goal, an additional 16
cruisers and destroyers will be
added to the fleet.

Photo: Bundeswehr PIZ Marine

Amid refugee crises, regional tensions and international
terrorism, navies and coast
guards around the globe respond to new threats by updating and expanding their capacities – another topic that will
be discussed at MS&D which
will once again be attended by
numerous high-ranking naval
delegations.

Compelling event package
The MS&D conference will take
place on tod,ay and tomorrow,
6 and 7 September 2018, in the
Hamburg Messe exhibition halls.
The media corporation partner
for the event will be the prestigious magazine “Naval Forces”. As
the leading international maritime trade fair, SMM will provide
an ideal environment for showcasing everything related to maritime security and defence: apart
from shipyards specialising in
naval vessels, the roster of exhibitors includes numerous outfitters
and providers of specialised services who will present securityrelated innovations, from antipiracy to port protection through
to cyber security.
Exhibition Hall B8 will be
dedicated specifically to these
topics. What is more, the “Security Route” will guide fair
visitors to exhibitors offering
security-related products and
services.

EXPERIENCE OUR
NEW ELECTRIC DAVIT
PALFINER MARINE has always been at the
forefront of technological developments, not least
in order to satisfy and preempt the needs of our
customers.
Visit us at our booth B5.326 and get first-hand
information about our new electric davit
NPDS 1500 E.

DECK EQUIPMENT

BOATS AND DAVITS

BOOTH: A1.204

BOOTH: B5.326

PALFINGERMARINE.COM
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Dazzling “Elphie”

W

ith the opening of the Elbphilharmonie early in 2017, Hamburg once again demonstrated
that the city is shaping its future based
on contrast. The proud new landmark is
attracting so many visitors that its cost
of EUR 866 million – eleven times the
original budget – has quickly sunken into
oblivion.

“A little bit of Sydney Opera House with
a touch of Neuschwanstein”, commented
the Italian newspaper “La Repubblica” on
the inauguration of Hamburg´s new landmark. “A jewel of the German cultural nation” were the words used by the German
Federal President Joachim Gauck.
Located in the HafenCity Hamburg
district – Europe’s largest inner-city devel-

LNG
As Fuel

opment project between the Speicherstadt
UNESCO World Heritage site and the port
– the Elbphilharmonie Hamburg is emerging as a new magnet for locals and guests
alike. Four million people are said to have
visited the gem „Elphie“ in the first year of
its inauguration. This is, apparently, more
visitors than Schloss Neuschwanstein receives over the same period.

gtt.fr

Making green propulsion a reality
Through the collaborative expertise of
GTT, Wärtsilä & WinGD, ship owners
have access to the technology, innovation
and global support needed to make
LNG a truly viable option – delivering a
streamlined route to compliance that’s
effective and efficient while significantly
reducing exposure to risk.

#LNGasfuel
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The spectacular building comprises
three concert halls with a diverse music
programme, a hotel, 45 luxury apartments as well as the Plaza – a 360° public
viewing platform at a height of 37m that
offers visitors an amazing view of the
city.
Designed by the renowned Swiss architects Herzog & de Meuron, the dazzling glass structure of the Elbphilharmonie Hamburg rises up to a height of
110m upon the former Kaiserspeicher
A, a historic warehouse that was subsequently used for storing tea, tobacco and
coffee. No fewer than one thousand bent
and printed facade elements transform

World-beating acoustics

the Elbphilharmonie into a giant crystal
which captures and reflects the colours
and lights of the sky.

>> G OOD PR!
An effective public relations person must not only
recognise the foibles of clients, but also the shortfalls of disorganised journos who invariably arrive
at important functions without vital tools such
as notebooks, pens or battery chargers. The Wake
Media „SMM survival kit“, neatly packed into a
handy container and circulated to journos ahead

THINGS TO DO AFTER THE FAIR

With its unique acoustics by one of the
most renowned experts in the field, Yasuhisa
Toyota, the new concert hall represents the
diverse, maritime flair of Hamburg – a city
that is built on tradition and modernity and
continues to reshape its future successfully
by drawing on courage, creativity, innovation and cosmopolitanism. The Elbphilharmonie Hamburg symbolises the city’s
ruggedness and beauty, these ubiquitous
contrasts that are so characteristic for Hamburg’s appeal as the gateway to the world.
The Elbphilharmonie Plaza is open
from 9 a.m. until midnight daily. Because
space is limited, admission is regulated via
free tickets.

of this year’s show, was therefore gratefully received by many.
The Wake Media team, led by Steve Parks, had
proved particularly thoughtful by including plasters for sore feet, glucose energy tablets for
those lacking staying power, and even a headache
treatment for those who may have become tired
and emotional the night before. Shorly not!
As a reminder, the package also contained a list of
Wake Media’s rapidly growing client base. Good PR!
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